ANNEMARIE CASSIDY

My paintings center around various animals and quiet views of vast spaces and skies that invite you to stand at the window to watch the weather coming or to step in and go for a stroll through the landscape under a big sky. The sky will often depict what the style and feeling of the painting will be. Sunny, Foggy, wispy clouds…. The sky is whispering onto the canvas, I am just the conduit.

Annemarie’s paintings are finding themselves under new skies reaching through the USA, Canada, Australia, Ecuador and most recently the arid skies of Aruba. Website: Annemariecassidyfineart.com Instagram: @wingsorghings

ERIN LEE GAFFILL

I paint what I see, and what I cannot see.

My work explores the transcendent grandeur of the natural world, abstracting from light, mass, and form in colorful washes of oil paint. These paintings are a reverent response to the interplay of Land, Sea, and Sky on the California coast.

I work intuitively, immersing myself in the physicality of the paint, allowing washes of color to drip, blend, spatter, and dissolve. As paint flows, ideas emerge. The act of painting becomes a kind of “call and response” with the canvas itself.

Each painting is an adventure and a discovery

LYNN ZWAGERMAN

I enjoy using both photography and art to capture the beauty and history of the greater Monterey area: seascapes, landscapes, places of interest and beauty like the Carmel Mission. Inspiration from God's creation is everywhere in this beautiful part of the world. I work both plein aire, and from my own photographs.